To certain nonlinear dynamical systems naturally correspond simplicial complexes. This correspondence is a generalization of the familiar relationship between the interaction matrix of a linear dynamical system and the signed digraph of that matrix. By defining stability in terms of attractor regions (as opposed to attractor trajectories), we can specify qualitative linear algebraic conditions involving the simplicial complex which insure stability of the nonlinear system. The analysis uses only signs of coefficients in the dynamical system. A model of E. Lorenz [3] is an example of a three-dimensional system which fulfills the stability conditions and which is known to have a strange attractor within the attractor region. In summary, the linear qualitative tests described (Theorems 2 and 3) can be applied to certain nonlinear dynamical systems to yield preliminary information about the global stability of such systems.
INTRODUCTION

Stippose
M is an n X n real matrix and Q(M) is the set of all n X n real matrices with the same sign pattern ( + , HerethevertexsetofGis{1},{2},...,{n}andtheedgesetis{{i,~}:i#~ and u ij # 0 # a ji }. In fact, any matrix having a block upper triangular form (subject to renumbering variables) with diagonal submatrices satisfying (Y, p, and y is sign stable [5, 2] .
An example of a five-dimensional linear dynamical system fulfilling conditions ((Y), (p), and (y) follows:
3i., = -x1 -2x,, i2=x1-3x2-xg, 3i., = x2 -X3 + Xq + X5, i4 = -xg -x4, i, = -xg -x5.
All trajectories for (2) uniformly, asymptotically approach the constant trajectory 0; the same holds for any system with the same sign pattern as (2) .
The purpose of this paper is to generalize sign stability to nonlinear dynamical systems, in other words, to specify linear algebraic conditions for certain nonlinear dynamical systems which insure a type of stability regardless of magnitudes of system coefficients. To do this we shall regard the undirected graph G associated with a linear dynamical system as a simplicial complex [6, Chapter 41. As such, each component of G is a tree if the deletion of any vertex which is in two or more 1-simplexes (edges) disconnects that component of G as a topological space. We shall generalize the concept of a graph each component of which is a tree by introducing "sparse" simplicial complexes. But first we note that each component of G is a tree if and only if:
it is possible to list the edges of G so that any edge contains at most one vertex which appears in previous edges.
Such a list (9)
for the system (2) is {1,2}, {2,3}, {3,4}, {3,5}. All this sets the stage for the nonlinear dynamical system where in each sum i, jr, j, are distinct and j, < j, (to avoid redundancy). We shall define a simplicial complex G associated with (3) and then specify a structure for G which insures that (3) always has an attractor region regardless of the magnitudes of the coefficients { a i j, }, { a i j,, j2 }.
In fact, such conditions for attractor region stability will be specified for the more general dynamical system 
SIMPLICIAL COMPLEXES
We now construct a simplicial complex G associated with (4) and nonzero coefficients of degree d 2 1 in (4) . (This construction makes no use of the coefficients { ei } .) The vertex set of G is { l}, { 2}, . . . , { n } . To any coefficient 'ij,...j, , in (4) we first associate the coefficient index set (i, j,, . . . , j,). The indices occur here in the same order as in a jj, ,,, jc,, so j, < .. . < j,.
For our purposes a simplicial complex G is a set of subsets of the n symbols 1,2,. . . , n. Each subset contains from one to n distinct symbols and is called a simplex. The dimension of a simplex is one less than the number of symbols in the simplex. The coefficients of a simplex in a simplicial complex derived from (4) are just the nonzero coefficients in (4) with coefficient index sets identical to the simplex, modulo perturbation. The symbols in a simplex are listed in increasing order. A simplex is called structural if it is of positive dimension and is not a subset (subsimplex) of another simplex. Any simplex which is not structural but is of positive dimension is called rwnstructurul. A structural simplex is said to be of mked sign if at least one associated coefficient in (4) is positive and at least one associated coefficient in (4) is negative. We call a simplicial complex G sparse if the following condition holds:
(9') It is possible to list the structural simplexes of G so that any structural simplex in the list contains at most one vertex which appears in previous structural simplexes.
Clearly the concept of a sparse simplicial complex generalizes the concept of a tree graph. A path of length zero in G is a singleton vertex. A path of length p in G is a set of p + 1 distinct vertices { i,, i,, . . . , iP+ 1 } such that each consecutive pair { ii, ij+ 1 }, j = 1,. . . , p, is a subset of a structural simplex.
The component of G containing vertex i is the set of all vertices in G which are included in paths with i = i,. If { i,, iz } is a path of G, we say vertices i 1 and i, are connected.
In the above manner we can construct a simplicial complex from a dynamical system of the type (4). That is, given a coefficient index set (i, ji, ja,. . . , j,), the simplicial complex G must contain the simplex {i, j 1,..., j,}. Here and h ereafter the line beneath indices means the indices are to be permuted if necessary so that they appear in increasing order. For bookkeeping reasons we also include in G the simplexes {l}, {2}, . . . , { n }.
To illustrate the above machinery, let us consider the eight-dimensional
There are 14 coefficients in (5) of degree 2 1. For the sake of simplicity we have set the magnitudes of all coefficients at unity. The coefficient index sets {1,2,3,4}, {4,5,6}, and {4,7}; this list fulfills condition (9"), so G is sparse.
Since the maximum simplex dimension in G is only three, it is possible to sketch G. Such a sketch appears in Figure 1 .
STABILITY
We shall call a closed region R in n-dimensional space an attractor region for a dynamical system provided R has finite diameter (that is, SUP{llX -YII:x>Y E RI is finite), provided any trajectory for the system starting outside R enters R after a finite time interval T determined only by the initial distance to R (not by the precise coordinates of the initial state), and provided no trajectory starting in R leaves R.
Recall the linear dynamical system (1). If conditions (fi) and (y) hold, then positive numbers { h,, X,, . . . , X n } can be found satisfying i # j =+ hiaij + X ja ji = 0 [2] . Thus the function A(x) = C:,,h,xB along any trajectory for (1) satisfies h = -2C:,,Xiq~f.
Using standard Lyapunov theory ,,) ). More-over the rate of change of A along an arbitrary trajectory x(t) of (3) 
Now if the numbers { ~~ } and {Xi } (each Xi positive) could be chosen so that A as a polynomial in x were equal to only linear terms plus negative x; terms (negative for each i), then A would be negative outside a finite region (another hyperellipsoid). Also, A would be negative and bounded away from zero outside a slightly larger hyperellipsoid. Thus it follows that (3) has an attractor region R provided { ~~ } and {hi } can be so chosen.
Since some dynamical systems in fluid dynamics and chemistry are known to have strange attractors [l] , an attractor region might be the best way to describe the stability of such systems. From the applications viewpoint a sufficiently small attractor region could be as good as a constant attractor trajectory.
CALCULATIONS
We proceed to describe certain sign patterns of coefficients in (3) and (4) for which { ~~ } and {Xi } can be chosen so A and A have the properties mentioned in the previous section. That is, we seek for (3) Thus such {K~} and {Xi} insure h is negative outside a hyperellipsoid in n-dimensional space.
For the more general model (4) the derivative of A as in (6) 
All sums are over all choices of distinct indices, always in increasing order except for the first index. Considering the remarks in the previous section, we seek constants { K i } and positive constants {Xi } in terms of the (nonzero) coefficients in (4) . I.
(10)
If such { K, } and { hi } exist, then A has the same form as in (8), so again A is negative outside a hyperellipsoid in n-dimensional space.
In the above manner, a type of sign-stability problem for nonlinear dynamical systems is converted into a linear sign-solvability problem.
THEOREMS
We are now in a position to state and prove theorems concerning the existence of attractor regions for the dynamical systems (3) and (4). set (i, jl, j,) ; furthermore, no other coefftcient index set begins with the index i.
Proof.
We choose {xi} and {K~} as 0 Hence our choice of {hi} leads to 2+4=
-K~, 2=
-K~, and 2+2=
-Ks(-1). Thus A= -66r,-2x4+4x,+x~+x~+2x,2+~42+~~+x~ + X7" + x;. Also A = -2x; -2(x, -2)" -4X,2 -2(X4 -4)" -2(x,5 + 1)2 -2(x, + $)" -2(x, + $)" -2x,2 +8.
Suppose next that we have s dynamical systems indexed by the forward subscript j, j =1,2,,.., s, namely, jlir = jY(x), each of which is of the form THEOREM 3. The dynamical system (12) has an attractor region.
